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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let Xj (j = 0, 1) b e reflexive Banach spaces. Let us denote by 
11 jlj the norm of Xj and by (,)j a pairing between Xj and its strong 
dual space Xi . Let Aj (j = 0, 1) be closed linear operators densely 
defined in Xj , and T be a bounded operator from X0 into X, , i.e., 
T E L(X,, , Xr). Consider the equation in Xj: 
a~+b$‘+A,uj=O, --<<<a, 
where a and b are complex numbers. In Section 2, we shall prove the 
following 
THEOREM. Assume that 
p&J n p(A) n (4” + bfi; 5 E (- ~0, 00)) i tt (2) 
where p(Aj) denotes the resolvent set of Aj . Let ui be a weak solution 
of Eq. (l)j such that 
II dt) IL G Cl (3) 
for some pqsitive constant cl and any t in (- 00, co). 
If f E Xl has the property that 
I C%(t> - d%f>l I < c2Ct (4) 
for some positive constants c2 and E and any t 2 0, then 
G%(t) - %(Wh = 0, -co<t<oo. 
In Section 3, we shall show some applications of the above theorem. 
84 
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Remark. By the weak solution z+(t) of Eq. (1)j , we mean the func- 
tion uj(t) with the following properties: 
(a) z+(t) takes values in Xi and is strongly continuously dif- 
ferentiable for t in (- co, co); 
(b) we have, for any s, 
s ’ <u,(t), &Tt> - b’(t) + A;V(t))j dt - (%(O>, b(O) - aQ(O)h 0 
- (u;(O), a(p(ODj = 0, (5) 
where p)(t) is any function with values in Xi with the properties 
(i) for each t, q(t) belongs to the domain D(J) of A; , 
(4 dt), v’(t), v”(t) and A$p(t) are strongly continuous in 
(- co, co) [if a = 0, the condition on v"(t) may be dropped], 
(iii) q(s) = 0. 
2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
Before proving the theorem, we shall prepare two lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. Aj = (A;)’ (= A;). 
Proof. By the condition (2), p(Aj) contains a complex number, say, 
z,, . Hence (Aj - z,,)-~ EL(X~ , Xi). Since the space Xj is reflexive, 
we have ((Aj - z,,)-l)” = (Aj - z&l. By virtue of the theorem due 
to Phillips (see K. Yosida [I], p. 224), ((Aj - z&l)” = (A” - x&~. 
Therefore, we have (A” - z&l = (Aj - z&l, proving that 
A; = Ai . 
LEMMA 2. Let us define the Fourier-Laplace transform of uj(t) 
as follows: 
ii:(z) = 1,” e%,(t) dt, ’ fly(z) = 
s 
ei”‘ui(t) dt. (6) --(f, 
We have 
(a) a:(z) is holomorphic in {z; Im z > 0}, and so is G;(z) in 
{z; Im z < 0}, 
(b) lzT(z)~ D(&) and 
(Aj - u2 - bzi) 22:(z) = au;(O) - uz&(O) + bf+(O) 
forxwithImz >O; 
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tqz) E D(Aj) and 
(A, - a22 - bti) d,(z) = - au;(O) + u2iu,(O) - bUj(0) 
for x with Im z < 0, 
(4 < W(4 - m4f >I can be extended holomorphically to 
the upper half-plane (x; Im z > - l >. 
Proof. (a) is clear from (3) and definitions (6). Let us show (b). 
Let #(s) be a function in CF(Rl) such that +(s) = 0 for 1 s ( > 2 and 
#(s) = 1 for 1 s / -C 1. Let &(s) = #(k-Q). For any go in D(A;) and z 
in {x; Im z > 0}, 
(zZt(z), A;v)~ = ,r e”““(z+(t), A;T)~ dt 
Remembering that uj(t) is a weak solution of Eq. (l)j , we have 
Hence, 
(f.l;‘<z), (A; - ax2 - bsi) ~p)~ = (au;(O) - aziu,(O) + h,(O), q~)~ . 
Hence we have, by Lemma 1, 
and 
Zl;(z) E D(A, - uz2 - bzi) 
(Aj - uz2 - hi) a:(a) = au;(O) - aziuj(0) + h,(O) 
for z with Im z > 0. Similarly, we can prove the latter part of (b). 
Next, we have, for z with Im z > 0, 
<Ta,+(x) - f4+(z),f), = 1,” eiet<Tuo(t) - ul(t),fh dt. (7) 
Since 1 <Tu,(t) - dt),f >I I < c2e-Lt for some positive constants c2 
and E and for any t > 0, we see that the right-hand side of (7) is 
holomorphic in {z; Im x > - l ). Thus we have proved (c). 
Proof of the Theorem. By assumption (2), there exists a real 
number &, such that etla = ato2 + b&i E ~(~4s) n p(Al). Also there 
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exists a positive number 6 such that {uz” + bzi; 1 z - & 1 < S> 
is contained in p(A,,) n p(A,), since p(A,) n p(AJ is an open set. 
Consider the equation in Xi; 
(Aj - a2- bzi)w,(z) = au;(O) - a~2+.4~(0) + h+(O) (8) 
for z with ) z - &, 1 < 6. Then Eq. (8) has a unique solution e+(z) 
for z with 1 z - &, 1 < 6, that is holomorphic in {z; 1 z - &, I < S>. 
On the other hand, by Lemma 2, G:(z) also satisfies Eq. (8) for x with 
Im z > 0. Hence vi(z) = G:(z) for z in {z; Im z > 0 and 
/ z - & I < S>, so that 
for z in (z; Im z > 0 and I z - &, I < S}. The left-hand side of (9) 
is holomorphic in {z; Im z > - E}, and so is the right-hand side of 
(9) in {z; I z - &, 1 < 6). Hence we have 
for z in {z; Im z > - E, [ z - so [ < S>. On the other hand, we have, 
by Lemma 2 and (8), 
(Aj - a2 - bzi)(tZ~(z) + v,(z)) = 0 (11) 
for z in {z; Im z < 0, I z - & I < S}. Since {az2 + bzi; I z - & I < S> 
is contained in p(A,,) n p(A,), we have, by (1 l), 
for z in {z; Im z < 0, 1 z - & I < a}. (12) 
Hence we have 
= o%k4 - f&4 + Tfw) - m),fh PY WI 
zzx 0 Iby WI (13) 
for z in {z; - E < Im z < 0, I z - &, 1 < S>. Since the left-hand 
side of (13) is holomorphic in the strip {z; - E < Im z < 0}, it 
follows from (13) and the unique continuation theorem in complex 
analysis that (T@(z) - a:(z) + R&(z) - ff~(x),f)~ = 0 for z in 
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the strip {z; - E < Im z < O}. Hence, we have, by the integral 
representations (6) and (7), 
Iym efzt(Tu,(t) - z+(t)&, dt = /yrn eiRee’te-lmz’t(~Ue(t) - %(t),fh dt 
=o (14) 
for x in the strip {x; - E < Im z < 0). On the other hand, we have, 
by (4), the estimate 
1 e-rmz’t(Tuo(t) - u,(t),f), 1 < cle-lmz’te-rt 
and, by (3), the estimate 
for 
1 e-1mz’t(Tz40(t) - u,(t),f), 1 6 c3e-1mz’t 
for t < 0, where c, is some positive constant in t. Hence, 
e-lmz-y 5%,(t) - u,(t)&, is a square-integrable function of t on 
(- co, co) for x in (z; - E < Im z < O}. Hence, it follows from (14) 
and the uniqueness of the Fourier transformation that 
so that 
e-lmz’t(Tuo(t) - u,(t),f), = 0, 
w%(t) - %(W)I = 0, -m<t<<. 
Thus the theorem is proved. 
3. APPLICATIONS OF THE THEOREM 
EXAMPLE 1. Let G be the exterior of bounded (n - l)-dimen- 
sional hypersurfaces, which are locally of class C*. Let u0 be a solution 
with finite energy of the Klein-Gordon wave equation (m > 0) in 
L2(Rn), 
a2ti, 
- - Au, + m2u,, = 0, at2 --co<t<co (x E Rn). (15) 
Let u1 be a solution with finite energy of the Klein-Gordon wave 
equation in L*(G), 
a224, 
- - Au, + m2u, = 0, at2 --co<t<aJ (x E G), 
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satisfying the zero Dirichlet boundary condition 
ur = 0 on the boundary of G. 
If there exists a nonempty open subset U of G such that 
II uo - % IILW) G ct+ (16) 
for some positive constants c and E and for any t 3 0, then we have 
for any t, u. = u1 almost everywhere (a.e.) in x E G. Here 11 l llLz(V, 
means the L2-norm over U. 
Proof. Let us define Xi , T and Aj in the theorem as follows: 
X0 = L2(Rn); Xl = L”(G); for any v ELM, (TV) (x) = a(x), 
x E G; A, is the Friedrichs extension of do, where do is an operator 
defined by 0(5;4,) = C’(P) and do+ = - A$ + me+ for zj E D(do); 
A, is the Friedrichs extension of Jaz, , where &‘-- is an operator defined 
by W4) = G’(G) and JY& = - d# + m2# for # E 0(&i). Since 
the spectral sets of A, and A, are contained in [m2, oo), we have 
MO) n f(4) n (52; 6 E (- ~,4} # 0, 
showing that Assumption (2) is satisfied. Since the solutions u. and ur 
have finite energy, it follows from the conservation of energy that 
condition (3) is satisfied. It follows from (16) that, for any f E C:(U), 
Assumption (4) is satisfied. Thus, applying our theorem, we have 
(u,(*, t) - ~~(0, t),f) = 0 for any f E Cc(U) and any t E (- co, co), 
where (*, 0) is the scalar product of L2(U). Hence, for any t, 
uo(x, t) = ui(x, t) a.e. in x E U. Mollifying u. and u1 in x and applying 
the Holmgren uniqueness theorem, we see that, for any t, 
uo(x, t) = ul(x, t) a.e. x E G. 
Remark 1. Let u be a solution with finite energy of Eq. (15) in 
L2(Rn). If there exists a nonempty open subset U of Rn such that 
11 u llLz(V) < ce-‘” for some positive constants c and E and any t > 0, 
then, for any t, U(X, t) = 0 a.e. in x E R”. 
The following example shows the scope of the exponential decay 
in the above result. We define 
exp [;X . y + it(y2 + mz)l12] I&J) dy, 
where m is a positive constant and y(y) is a nonzero P-function 
with support in the interval (1, 2). U(X, t) is a solution with finite 
energy of the, equation (t32u/i3t2) - (a2u/ax2) + m2u = 0 in L2(R1). 
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On the other hand, for any compact set K and any positive integer N, 
there exists a positive number C = C(K, N) such that 
sup I PU(X, t) 1 < c 
EK 
for any t > 0. (17) 
Indeed, 
-2 
PU(X, t> = tN 
J exp [ix - y + it(yz + m2)1/z] v’(y) dy 1 
I 
(m~+4W 
= 2tN (ma+l)*,z exP [i4Y” - m”F + ;tYl 
x v[(y2 - m2)l12] ’ (yfJ - ,y d y 
x I exp MY* - m2Y21 v[(Y~ - @1/21 cy2 -ym211,2/ dy,
from which (17) follows. 
Remark 2. Segal [3], G oo d man [JJ, and Morawetz [5] gave the 
so-called “single-cone theorem for the Klein-Gordon equation”: 
A solution with finite energy of this equation vanishes identically if it 
does so in the forward light cone. Generalization of this theorem 
was a motivation of the present work. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let u,, be a solution of the Schrodinger wave equa- 
tion in L2(R3) 
1 au ---A! 
i at 
- Au, = 0. (18) 
Let r+ be a solution of the Schrodinger wave equation perturbed by 
a potential term in L2(R3) 
+ $j$ - Au, + q(x) u, = 0, 
where q(x) satisfies the condition 
q(x) is a real-valued function which is locally Hoelder con- 
tinuous except at finite number of singularities. Further- 
more, q(x) is square integrable and behaves like O(( x I-+“) 
(h > 0) at infinity, i.e., there exist positive numbers h, C,, 
and R, such that 
I P(X) I < co I A- Ph for 1x1 2%. (19) 
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If, for any compact set K in R3, there exist positive constants c = c(K) 
and E = E(K) such that 
II %(., t> - %(‘, t> IILVK) < c+, t 20, (20) 
then u,,( *, t) = ul( ., t) as an element of L2(R3) for any t. 
Proof. Let us define Xi , T and Ai as follows: X,, = X, = L2(R3); 
T = the identity operator EL(X,, , X1); A, = the self-adjoint exten- 
sion of - d in L2(R3); A, = the self-adjoint extension of - d + q(x) 
inL2(R3) (see Ikebe [2]). S ince in the negative real line there exist 
possibly discrete eigenvalues but no continuous spectrum of A, and -4, 
(this fact is due to Ikebe [2]), 
f(4) f-7 f(4 n (6; 5 E (-- ~0, 41 z 0, 
showing that Assumption (2) is satisfied. 
Since II ui(*, t) IIL~(Rs) (j = 0, 1) are constant in t, Condition (3) 
is satisfied. It follows from (20) that, for any p E Cz(R3), Condition (4) 
is satisfied. Hence, applying our theorem, we obtain 
@o(‘, 9 - Ul(‘, t>, 9) = 0 
for any v E C,“(R3) and any t E (- co, oo), proving that 
uO(*, t) = z+(., t) as an element of L2(R3) for any t. 
Remark 1. In Example 2, q(x) is assumed to satisfy the following 
conditions only: 
(9 - d + Q(X) h as a self-adjoint extension A in Lz(R”), 
(ii) the resolvent set p(A) of A n (- co, 0) # 0. 
These conditions are slightly weaker than those in Ikebe [2]. 
Remark 2. Let u be a solution of Eq. (18) in L2(Rn). If, for any 
compact set K in R”, there exist positive constants c = c(K) and 
E = E(K) such that ]I u(*, t) I]u(K) < ce-et, t > 0, then u(., t) equals 
zero as an element of L2(Rn) for any t. The following example shows 
the scope of the exponential decay in the above result. We define 
ff(x, t> = Jrn exp [~W2) - M 9439 4, -(o 
where v(y) is a P-function with support in the interval (0, co). 
U(X, t) is a solution of the Schrbdinger wave equation in L?(Rl). 
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Moreover, for any compact set K and any positive integer N, there 
exists a positive constant C = C(K, N) such that 
(21) 
Indeed, we have 
tNu(x, t) = (i)” 1: i(g)” e-itg) eisdiq(y) dy 
= (- i)N 1: ecitv ($)” (eiody&y)) dy, 
showing that the estimate (21) holds. 
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